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BPCS Experience         
 

Australia 

 

NHP Electrical Engineering, Melbourne  

Senior analyst/developer 
    

Contract Senior Analyst/Programmer, AS400, As/Set/RPG ILE WDSC 

environment, Showcase, Robot. Assisted in analysis and executing BPCS 6.02 to 

ERPlx 8.31 migration for Australia, also Exonet PC system to ERPlx for New 
Zealand.  

B2B invoice, order and order acknowledgement XML interface development. 

2nd level support tasks. 

 

United Kingdom 
 

Autobar Group Ltd, London. 

Senior business requirements analyst and coordinator  
 

Tasks required extensive travel in France, Holland and London, working with 

French and Dutch speakers to develop standardised English applications in vRPG. 

Exposure to DataMirror and Asna Visual RPG, BPCS etc. 
 

Josiah Wedgewood, UK, contract analyst/programmer 

BPCS and JDE manufacturing and inventory implementation. 
RPG400, AS/SET and SQL developments with upper case design tool usage. 

 

New Zealand 

 
PowerCorp Auckland. (BPCS agency). 

Technical and business systems consultant 

Client sites included Marley and one food industry (flavourings).  

Payroll specialist, systems implementations and migrations. 

 
Ciba Geigy Auckland  

Analyst/programmer (contract) 

Various BPCS modifications and extensions. 

 
Monier Brickmakers  

Analyst (contract) 

Assistance post implementation with problem resolution and reconciliation. 

 
Castrol NZ  

Senior analyst/programmer and consultant 

System/36 to AS/400 BPCS upgrade of financials, and planning for manufacturing 

and distribution conversion/implementation. 
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Merlin International Projects 

Senior systems consultant (contractor) 

Designed, developed, marketed and supported the IBIS payroll/personnel 
system, which was installed in numerous locations throughout NZ, the leading 

solution competing with JDE, at one time. The system was eventually sold to SSA 

(BPCS) New Zealand, and became the ‘BPCS (replacement)’ PayPak/400, payroll 

offering in New Zealand. Also provided contract services to 20-30 different major 
organisations in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. These 

roles covered all aspects of information systems and services, specialising in 

systems and application support, notably, resolving failed or stalled installations. 

Clients included 6 consulting organisations in addition to several well known New 
Zealand companies. 

Several of these roles required BPCS skills and local extensions and modifications 

were developed.  

 
New Zealand Wire Industries, Auckland, NZ  

IT Manager, 

permanent position became contract.  

Responsible for total systems redevelopment and replacement of Wang VS 

applications. Mostly bespoke RPGIII, with BPCS financials, 2 staff, S/38. 
Due to adverse trading situation, organised the outsourcing of the system and 

operations to a local bureau service (SAS).  

Started general contract work, in addition to developing the IBIS payroll system 

(PayPak/400). 
 

Auckland Milk Corporation, Dairy company, NZ 

IT Manager 

3.5 years, S/38 re-developed all systems from batch to interactive applications. 
I had to put in a major effort to turn around this stalled installation, after the 

previous manager was dismissed. Major political issues had to be overcome. 8 

staff. In development and operations, mostly bespoke developments of all 

production, inventory, sales, financials etc. BPCS asset register installed 
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